AAL Joint Program Info Day Call 3

Brussels at 31th of May 2010

Venue: Marriott Hotel, Rue A Orts 3-7, Brussels

Registration: By email to jacqueline.teller@aal-europe.eu – Participants presentations of ideas (max 4 PP-slides) must be communicated (latest by 27/5) to Jacqueline Teller.

Draft programme

Meeting Chair: Silas Olsson, AALA, Central Management Unit

10:30 Opening/Introduction AALJP and call 1+2 overview Silas Olsson

10:50 AALJP call 3 presentation – the idea behind, Q+A Niels Boye

11:15 Commission activities in the field of AAL Paul Timmers

11:30 Proposal ideas (short presentations) Participants

13:00 Lunch and first networking Participants

14:00 Eligibility criteria Pekka Kahri
      Ethics Gerda Geyer
      Budget optimization and the roles of the NCP’s Geja Langerveld
      AALJP Forum 2010 Claus Nielsen
      AALJP Investment Forum 2010 Reinhard Goebl
      Q+A All above

15:00 Coffee and 2nd networking Participants

15:45 Writing a proposal – presentation of the template Niels Boye
      Partner search possibilities

16:00 The way ahead Silas Olsson

16:15 Q+A AAL team

16:30 Thank you and good bye Silas Olsson

16:30-18:00 Time available for individual consultations and Q+A AAL Team